Comparison of horizontal and vertical methods of tooth preparation for a prosthetic crown
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Abstract

The application of magnifying devices, such as magnifiers, microscopes, precision drills, intraoral scanners, printed models, milled, and monolithic restorations, increases the precision of the preparation, accuracy of workmanship and marginal tightness, ultimately providing a very high level of quality of prosthetic restoration. The article compares the pros and cons of several types of tooth preparations for different kinds of crowns, including the modern concept of verti prep (vertical preparation).

Tooth preparation for a prosthetic crown is always invasive in character and leads to irreversible loss of tooth hard tissues. In the case of tooth preparation with vital dental pulp there is a risk of its irritation, inflammation, necrosis, and endodontic treatment in the future. A variety of attempts have been made in dental prosthetics to develop the best method of tooth preparation, which – on the one hand – would ensure adequate marginal fit, emergency profile, and at the same time, would lead to the least loss of enamel and dentine in the preparation process. Current research has confirmed, that there is no single universal and recommended in all cases type of tooth preparation for a prosthetic crown. The choice of a finish line depends on a number of factors, such as pulp vitality, location of the tooth, its inclination, type of material from which a restoration will be manufactured, crown convexity, patient’s age and the size of such a construction. It should be emphasized at the same time that in some clinical situations, the decision on the type of preparation and/or reconstruction to be made is taken intra-procedurally.
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INTRODUCTION

For many years tooth crown preparation with vertical finish lines (knife edge, feather edge) has been a method of treatment by choice due to the applied technique of making Scharp’s crowns. The implementation of metal-casting technology made it possible to produce prosthetic crowns on shoulder-prep abutments with horizontal finish lines (shoulder and chamfer). It was then possible to compare both methods, and the following drawbacks of vertical preparation were most often noticed: overhangs, uneven edges, biological width disruption, lack of aesthetic appearance, over-contouring, difficulty of determining a finishing line, lack of control on marginal seal and integrity, damage to the epithelial attachment and unpredictable tissue healing, difficulties in removing cement excess, etc. Many disadvantages of vertical finish line made shoulder preparation become acknowledged by the academic world as the gold standard [1]. There is currently a dissonance in everyday practice of a dental prosthetist between preserving red white aesthetics where a significant amount of tooth structure is removed to achieve correct chamfer or shoulder finish line, and planning minimally intensive preparation which requires quite the opposite [2, 3].

The application of magnifying device, such as dental loupes, microscope, more common use of precision drills, intraoral scanners, printed models, milled, and monolithic restorations, increases the precision of preparation, accuracy of workmanship, marginal tightness, and ultimately provides a very high level of quality of prosthetic restoration [4, 5].

Tooth preparation for a prosthetic crown is always invasive in character and leads to irreversible loss of tooth hard tissues. In the case of tooth preparation with vital dental pulp there is a risk of its irritation, inflammation, necrosis, and endodontic treatment in the future. A variety of attempts have been made in dental prosthetics to develop the best method of tooth preparation, which – on the one hand – would ensure adequate marginal fit, emergency profile, and on the other hand would lead to the least loss of enamel and dentine in the preparation process [6].

Regardless of the selected type of preparation, tooth preparation is conducted according to the following scheme: lowering of occlusal surface by 1.5 mm on non-functional cusps and 2.0 mm on functional cusps, which reflects the future restoration, separation from adjacent teeth, making a crown insertion path on vertical walls, and shoulder preparation [7, 8].

The scope of abutment preparation depends on a series of factors, such as: crown convexity, patient’s age, vitality of the pulp, degree of inclination, material of the future crown, and size of its structure (single crown or extensive bridge). Taking into consideration the fact that the prepared tooth should be reduced by the size ofthe prosthetic crow, together with the optimal path of its insertion, enamel and a significant part of the dentine is lost during such preparation. Further preparation is required for providing adequate space for the metal and/or ceramics which does not exceed the biological
width, and which ensures the adequate strength of the material subjected to the occlusal forces [9,10].

The research studies conducted by Sadid-Zadeh et al. indicate that there is no significant statistical difference between the amount of hard tissues lost during the tooth preparation for described types of crowns: complete cast crown (CC), monolithic zirconia crown (MZr), porcelain-fused-to-metal crown (PFM), monolithic pressed lithium disilicate crown (MPLD), or monolithic CAD/CAM lithium disilicate crown (MCLD) (Fig. 1). In other words, in a group of horizontal preparation types, loss of tooth structure is versimilar, but one more comparison should be examined – Monolithic Zirconia with edgeless preparation (Fig. 2). Tissues outside the green lines are lost during vertical preparation and those outside of the rethe case of verti prep and shoulder preparation are marked with a blue pattern [11].

Types of margin preparation:

1) vertical preparation:
   - edgeless (gingitage, verti prep, no finish line);
   - shoulderless (bevel): feather edge / knife edge / chisel edge (rising taper).
2) horizontal preparation:
   - straight shoulder-type preparation at 90° angle (regular shoulder);
   - rounded shoulder-type preparation at 90° angle (rounded shoulder);
   - straight, rounded shoulder-type preparation with 45° angle bevelling (bevelled rounded shoulder);
   - open chamfer-type preparation (regular chamfer);
   - open chamfer-type preparation with 45° angle inclination (bevelled chamfer).

OBJECTIVE

The aim of the article is to assess the advantages and disadvantages of various types of tooth preparation applied in the past (shoulderless), considered as a standard at present (shoulder, chamfer), and new solutions (edgeless) still under research but made possible due to the development of modern technologie. PubMed and Google Scholar databases have been used in the search for review articles; summarized results are presented in Table 1.

Vertical preparation – shoulderless. As mentioned above, the shoulderless type of tooth crown preparation (also known as bevel preparation) has been referred to differently according to the rising taper: feather edge, knife edge, chisel edge, but researchers agree that for many years it has been the most conservative approach towards dental structure and the less prone to marginal gap [16]. The historical method was to restore the tooth structure with a Scharp’s crown, which was possible even in case of non-parallel preparation thanks to the soft alloy. At present, shoulderless preparation has been practically abandoned due to the application of modern laboratory technologies and to its numerous defects [17].

Vertical preparation – edgeless. The ‘rotary gingival curettage’ (gingitage, verti prep, edgeless) method, originally developed by Vick Pollard and Rex Ingraham, has been further developed by Di Febo, Carnevale, and more recently by Ignazio Loi [18]. It is also known as the ‘biologically oriented preparation technique’ (BOPT) and consists in 1) placing the finish line subgingivally, 2) sealing the preparation coronally to the finish line, and 3) shaping the natural edge of an emergence profile above the cemento-enamel junction (CEJ, with the creation of a new prosthetic emergence edge adjacent to the gingival edge (prosthetic cemento-enamel junction / PCEJ)). The boundary range of this preparation may be located at different depths of the gingival pocket, depending on the available biological width [19, 20].

Adversaries of the method claim that it often results in irreversible damage to the periodontal attachment and
Advantages:
1. Small loss of tooth hard tissues.
2. Preparation mostly within enamel and little within dentine.
3. Reduction of post-operative complications, e.g. pain, hypersensitivity, pulp inflammation and necrosis.
4. Low risk of creating a marginal gap.
5. No damage to epithelial attachment; predictable tissue healing.
6. Ferrule preservation.
7. High friction due to low wall convergence.

Disadvantages:
1. High risk of post-operative complications, e.g. hypersensitivity, inflammation, pulp necrosis, endodontic treatment in the future.
2. Loss of hard tooth tissue by 50 – 60%.
3. Exposure of dentine which facilitates penetration of bacteria in the case of bacterial micro-leakage.
4. Lack of marginal seal due to imperfections of technology and workmanship (marginal gap).
5. Lack of ferrule (tooth structure removal and stress concentration).

Current research has confirmed that there is no single universal and recommended method in all cases type of tooth preparation for a prosthetic crown. The choice of a finish line depends on a number of factors, such as pulp vitality, location of the tooth, its inclination, type of material from which a restoration will be manufactured, crown convexity, patient's age, and size of such a construction. At the same time, it should be emphasized that in some clinical situations, such as abutment discoloration or insufficient amount of tooth structures visible after an old crown removal, the decision on the type of preparation and/or reconstruction to be made is taken intra-procedurally.
In spite of the intensive development of technology, both with reference to clinical tooth preparations for permanent restorations and to laboratory technologies, the range of indications for the application of the verti prep is minor, and at present is limited to restorations made only of full-contour zirconium oxide. Due to the small number of clinical studies undertaken to assess the efficacy of this method of preparation, it is necessary to conduct further research studies and observations.
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